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The online options don't seem to be new to AIEEE, because it has already accomplished several
facilities like, on-line application, on-line counseling, etc... however his time, it's going a lot of
beyond the boundaries, i.e. the whole AIEEE examination would be conducted via on-line just like
the Common Admission take a look at. this is often a reforming concept within the engineering
cadre and would get into follow from the year 2011 onwards. After all the redo of AIEEE that's to be
conducted via on-line is breathtaking and it'd additional enhance the potency at that the exam is
conducted nowadays, however at identical time, it would have some negative points too:

Since, it's conducted on-line, a system primarily based examination pattern ought to be
accomplished. Thus, the whole examination pattern would be automated, apart from the identity
verification procedures and monitoring procedures. attributable to this, the usage of man power
might be reduced.

In the existing AIEEE pattern, once the scholars complete the examination, the solution sheets
would be corrected by the academics and lecturers from prominent/renowned schools/colleges and
also the results would be announced once ten to fifteen days of your time. throughout now amount,
the scholars may get panicked, as they can not decide something and would haven't any clue,
relating to the results. Such practically tough things would be avoided within the new theme of
AIEEE.

Nobody is aware of, whether or not there would even be percentile results, just like CAT. The
percentile result displays the position of a student within the examination, primarily based on the
comparison of the marks scored by different students. Hence, if a student scores seventy fifth in
math, then it suggests that the coed has done higher, in comparison to different seventy fifth
students, who had in flip attended the examination.

Whatever is been fed into the system that might be thought-about as resolution and also the
answers would be corrected primarily based on that. Since, there's no necessity for correcting any
essay sort answers, and reasoning sort answers, this method would be effective on accomplishing
the results, immediately.

But the scholars wouldn't be given the probabilities to revise and return to the previous sections, if it
just like the exam pattern of CAT. If it not established within the similar pattern of CAT and if the
scholars may revise and edit the section (if any) that they need attended, earlier, then nothing like
that, if not then the scholars would suffer. As within the gift existing exam pattern of AIEEE, that is
simply a paper -pencil format, the coed may revise the queries and will conjointly edit the answers.

Even if the AIEEE is executed on-line, the AIEEE pattern for the design streams, like B. Arch/B.
Planning, consists of engineering drawing, together of the doorway examination question papers
that they need to implement identical pattern of CAT, GMAT within which the essays would be
evaluated manually and also the results of the essays would be revealed one week later than the
most entrance examination. If at all, if CBSE is implementing identical pattern to correct the
engineering drawing paper for the design streams, then it ought to be evaluated while not errors,
that in flip gets added to the class of 'extra care'/'addition work'.
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